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Alien periodic table middle school

At the middle school level, sometimes it's a big challenge to differentiate for different learning styles when you're in the middle of a chemical unit. Imagine learning about chemical linking for the first time. It's a complex concept that can be seen on a macro scale in an interesting chemical reaction, but it's completely
abstract at microsize. I know that when spring comes around and we get into nitty-gritty chemical units (you know... links, chemical reactions, equations of balance, etc.), a large number of kiddos are overwhelmed and become at risk of shutting down completely. At the same time, I always have a posse of people who are
totally on board with concepts and really enjoy the challenge! What does a teacher have to do?! In my 8th grade teaching experience, I have found that combining practical manipulations can be a way to address this challenge. What is manipulation? This is a fancy word for a practice puzzle or model that can be



manipulated! Being able to move pieces around the table or keep a physical model represents a concept of keeping things low at stake for students! Low-wagering activities can lead to higher participation from your students, who would otherwise give up trying. They can also make your high flyers feel more confident in
their understanding of the content. This is when you can suggest that they help others who are struggling. In addition, more than 65% of middle school students are visual students and at least 15% are middle school students. Manipulatives offer the opportunity to meet both major learning styles. And hey, your hearing
learner will also benefit from the cooperative nature of activities! From teaching the properties of matter to atomic structures to chemical linking, I have found, adapted, and created various manipulatives that help my specific thinkers to reach their 'Eureka! Please continue reading to learn about some of my favorites!
Using hardware to teach elements, compounds, and mixtures using hardware manipulatives to teach elements, compounds, and mixtures of this Flinn classification of active matter is great to help students visualize the difference between pure elements, pure compounds , mixtures of elements, mixtures of compounds,
and mixtures of elements and compounds. Use different combinations of hardware such as nuts, bolts, and washing machines in Petri dishes to represent pure substances and mixtures. I raided my father's workshop years ago and I have been using Petri dishes every year since! The students can visit the set stations
around the classroom or you can ask them to pass the dishes around the room to identify. Flinn writes there are examples of combinations, but you can make your own based on hardware you are working with. I added a 'diatomic molecular' dish with a pair of washing machines connected together with small rubber
bands. Small. Easter eggs to iso iso iso isotic models of atoms use Easter eggs to model isothons of atoms A concept that I have found difficult to teach is why atomic mass is a tithing number on the circulatory table. Enter the iso isothlym Eggium! This lesson involves creating 10 Easter eggs filled with specific amounts
of pom-poms or seeds representing protons and neutrons. Students will find the weighted average mass of different isocones of this fictional element of Eggium to reach the atomic mass of Eggium! You can find this activity here. Use Bingo Chips and 'Bohr Placemats' to Model Atomic Structures Using Bingo Chips and
'Bohr Placemats Diagrams' to Model Atomic Structures The fastest and easiest way I've found to help students arrange electrons into electron shells for different atoms is to use 'Bohr Diagram Placemats' and bingo chips! The electron shell labeled K to N. I commented that 2 electrons that could fit the K shell, 8 could fit
the shells L, M, and N. The students should have come up with a circulatory table because they would need to determine the number of protons (atomic #) and neutrons (mass numbers - atomic numbers) for the nucleus of each atom before arranging the electrons (bingo chips). Print placemats and place them in plastic
sleeves for each student so they can write the numbers of protons and neutrons on them with a dry erase mark. Place a handful of bingo chips in one cup per student and give each student a dry erase marker. To turn it into an operation, I use digital flashcards that I've done using Flippity.net. You can download my Bohr
Diagram placemat for free here. This is also where you'll find the link to download my free Google Sheets spreadsheet to use these flashcards. The manual flashcards are in freebie download! Periodically using manipulatives to introduce circulatory tables using periodically manipulatives to introduce circulatory tables it is
important for students to understand that the circulatory table is a valuable and extremely organized tool and not an overwhelming plethora or quantity and letters. My favorite way to introduce this concept is by using periodically manipulating people. At first glance, the little cartoon guys seem to have absolutely nothing to
do with chemistry. But with a few minutes, your students will have them arranged with some kind of organization based on their many different characteristics. For example, the number of antennae, the number of arms, the number of fingers on the hands, facial expressions, the abdomen have different patterns and belly
sizes. Students will discover patterns as they arrange the cartoons into a circulatory table, and they will be able to identify the characteristics of a missing cartoon piece! Read more about this activity and grab freebie lessons here! Use Bohr Diagram Manipulatives to enable discovery of patterns period in atoms Using
Bohr Diagram Manipulatives to enable the discovery of periodontal patterns in atomic structures Instead of just telling my students about the periodically patterns in atomic structures that exist in the circulatory table, I wanted to give them a chance to explore it for themselves. After we have studied the Bohr model, I
launched the Bohr Manipulative Diagram card, which includes elements #1-20. Students arrange cards in the circulatory table. I love hearing them start to get it! The number of electron shells increases down to one group. The number of chemotherapy electrons increases by one passing over a period of time. There is an
increase in the number of protons and electrons going down a column. The spreadsheets that come with this activity help students synthesize their Bohr Diagram tables. You can view this resource by clicking here! Use digital manipulation for an alien circulatory table activity that uses digital manipulation for an alien
circulatory table activity This activity is a great way to assess your students' understanding of the circulatory table! I actually use this as a review class in my class. This is a digital take on an alien circulatory table that I used to have my students do on paper. Students were told that alien scientists on another planet were
in contact with Earth and were interested in comparing data on elements that existed on their planet with those on Earth. Students are provided with some basic information, a list of clues, an empty circulatory table, and a 'word bank' of alien circulatory table squares. They had to use off-Earth data to sort alien elements
into empty circulatory tables. Then they have to color-code the alien table using the family name. Make a copy of this activity to your Google Drive. You can change the name of the planet to something relevant to you or your school! Share this exercise with your students through Google Classroom. You can also
download the answer key for free. Using Affiliate Manipulatives to Teach Covalent and Ionic Bonds Covalent Bonding Manipulatives Covalent Bonding Manipulatives Ionic Bonding Manipulatives Ionic Bonding Manipulatives Ionic Bonding Manipulatives Chemical Bonding Is one of those abstract concepts that some
students have a really hard time grasping. I use manipulatives to keep things low at stake! To learn chemotherapy links, students can try different combinations of the Lewis Dot Diagram to see if the links match. They found that a number of factors that make single, double, and triple,and sometimes a second, third, or
fourth atom are needed to satisfy all pairs of links. To learn ion linkages, students use cation and anion puzzle pieces that fit together in billions certain. This helps them see how 1+, 2+, and 3+ations and 3-, 2-, and 1- anions can ionically link in specific proportions. This set comes with the option of multi-atomic and
polysymity, treatment, which makes it easier for students to understand that the principle of proportion is the same even if the ion has multiple atoms or multiple oxidation states. Check out the plus-treating link manipulatives and ion-linked manipulatives here! I hope this list will help give you some new ideas for using
manipulation activities in your science class! What other kind of manipulatives do you use to teach scientific concepts? Leave your ideas in the comments section below! Pinterest Facebook Email SMS Find any type of circulatory table you want in pdf form to print for your students at TheScience Geek website.  Have
students do Magic Square Circulatory Table.  A Finding the Moment of Inertia test for Magic Square to delve into the theory of magic squares. Try the metal and nonmetal Wordsearches.  Perform a Spreadsheet Learn the circulatory table.  Ask students to do an Element Brochure.  Use the circulatory table to create
Element Windsocks.  Do this Basics Table Reconception Spreadsheet.  Use this template to create a Table Card of common elements.  There are students doing this Crossword Puzzle circulatory table.  Play Elements Bingo by randomly selecting elements from a paper copy of the circulatory table, randomly selecting an
element and calling the name of the element while passing it off the circulatory table.  Students mark the symbol of that element on their bingo cards.  (This file has 36 pre-filled cards.)  Play Tom Lehrer's The Elements song or this Flash animated display of Mike Stanfill's song.  Try this Science Hits activity at Discovery
School, where students will listen to Tom Lehrer's recording of The Elements (1960) and write their own songs to recall scientific information. Abigail Freiberger provided this Martian Circulatory Table operation using this table.  Arsenic and Old Lace: Chemical Connection is a WebQuest that uses old films and has
different students in an activist group such as chemistry, doctors, historians and reporters to produce a video for the class.  A review category is included.  Do this crossword puzzle with answers.  Or have students do this element and table circulating crossword puzzles. Try the Online Circulatory Table activity.  The
circulatory table of factors is the teacher's domain name (you must register for free) activity including an essay and scavenger hunt.  Make learning element icons interesting with an Elemental Tale: The Gold Dust Kid spreadsheet.  Or try these Element Riddles.  In Element Clues students place known element cards
(included) in the order of the circulatory table and then find out the identity of the element cards unknown by their property.  Show the World of Chemistry Video, A State of Matter, and Have Students Answer Questions About This World of Chemistry: The Periodically Table.  The universal circulatory table includes a
teacher demonstration and a high school student activity that involves helping alien scientists design a circulatory table for their elements.  Student living sheets, blank circulatory tables, and answers are provided.  Elliot's Elements Webquest includes resources, evaluations and teacher notes. Try M. Horton's Element
Hunt Project, where students collect as many pure elements as possible and create a poster with them. In the game Castle Mendeleev students explore the 18-room castle, where each room is entirely made of one of the elements in the first three rows of the periodic table.  Colleen Bennett of NSTA Listserve provides
teacher notes with answers and, since the game is no longer online, I compiled this file of the game and this spreadsheet with a crossword puzzle. The database of these elements has links to information about all elements as well as a hanging game for the elements.  Or try this Circulatory Table Test. During Mike
Barondeau's Period chart spreadsheet activity, students manipulate this spreadsheet to answer questions about factors. Show the Teacher's Guide to: The circulatory table of this powerpoint chemistry has been converted into a YouTube video. Ask students to watch David Newman's YouTube videos These Are the
Elements.  Lyrics and mp3 downloads of the song are available by clicking Show More below the video.   In March Madness had students try Flinn Science's It's Elementary-March Madness activity. Active.
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